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ABSTRACT

The spike glycoprotein (S1) interacts with host cell epithelial Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme-2 (ACE-2) receptors. 
The nano-luciferase-based assay shows that the virus’s 1 protein has a strong binding affinity with the ACE-2 
receptors. Reports illustrate the S-protein antigenic epitope of SARS-CoV-2 binds with the TLR4/ MD-2 complex 
by strong molecular bonding interactions. The pool of miRNA based studies shows that TMPRSS2 acts as promising 
regulators for the SARS-CoV-2 entry checkpoint. Recent report stated that the AT1R phosphorylates JAK2 in the 
lung cells, which activates STAT-3 transduction to the nucleus. 

Not only I discovered vaccine AZEE CRA 01, immune cell principles and methods of vaccination but also B cells 
have two components. B cells synthesis both MHC I, and MHC II. CD4 interacts with MQ, MHC II, CD8 Interacts 
with DC, MHC I, and B cells interacts with both MHC I, and MHC II, and Th2 and Tc1 (CD4 and CD8).

In these original articles I report the pandemics and immune cells, immunologic clearance and immune mechanisms, 
the discovery process: innovation and immunology, zelalem kiros bitsue and his vaccine discoveries, zelalem kiros 
bitsue and his immunologic discoveries, vaccine discovered and mechanisms of action 1of 2.
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INTRODUCTION

Viruses have countless mechanisms to escape from the host’s 
immune system. To illustrate the most common strategies of viral 
immune escape: speed shape change, biochemical properties 
and pH. Multiple viruses with RNA-based genomes, often much 
smaller, which also manage to set up persistent infection, and 
survive within hosts in the face of ongoing immune responses. 

Unlike their more stable DNA counterparts, the mutability of 
these RNA genomes allows this group, potentially, to evolve within 
their host, and to set up high level persistence. There is an overlap 
here between mechanisms of viral persistence and immune escape. 

There are three phases of immune responses against replicating 
pathogens such as viruses. Firstly, immune induction, followed by 
an effector phase, and finally a prolonged state of memory.

CHIMERA VIRUS (SARS-COV-2)

Chimera virus (SARS-COV-2) mutation continue BA 2.75, BA 
2.75.2, BA 4.6, BF7, BQ 1, BQ 1.1 and XBB, no vaccine yet stop 
chimera virus (SARS-COV-2) from mutation, replications, and 
spread. 

One virus contains the genetic material derived from two or more 

distinct virus, known as chimera virus. A new hybrid microorganism 
created by joining nucleic acid (RNA and DNA), fragments from 
two or more different microorganisms.

In which each of at least two of the fragments, contains essential 
genes necessary for replication. This virus can potentially replicate 
40%-80%.This virus can potentially mutate, replicate, and 
contagious.

Chimera virus (SARS-COV-2) has given us very good lesson, 
showed how global health system have been disorganized and mis-
shapes, how global communities suffered and also global leaders 
frustrated.

THE PANDEMICS AND IMMUNE CELLS

SARS-CoV-2 viral entry is initiated by binding RBD of the S protein 
to the human host cell receptors at the cell surface [1-3]. A recent 
report demonstrated that spike protein had been O-glycosylated on 
the amino acid threonine (T678) adjacent to the furin cleavage site. 
Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis showed that 
the spike protein’s LacdiNAc structural motifs and polyLacNAc 
structures [4-6]. The spike glycoprotein (S1) interacts with host 
cell epithelial Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme 2 receptors (ACE2) 
[7, 8]. At the N terminus of this bridge-shaped structure, Q498, 
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T500, and N501 residues of the RBD protein form a hydrogen-
bond network with Y41, Q42, K353, and R357 amino acid residues 
of the ACE2 peptidase domain [9]. At the C terminus of bridge-
shaped α1 helix RBD Q474 forms a hydrogen bond with the ACE2 
Q24, with RBD F486 interacting with the ACE2 M82 through 
Van der Waals forces. ACE2 receptor which is highly expressed in 
human epithelial, endothelial, renal, cardiovascular tissue and lung 
parenchyma [10]. A report suggests that SARS-CoV-2 also capable 
to interact with SARS-CoV-2 host targets like ACE2, CD26, Ezrin 
and Cyclophilins [11]. Reports illustrate the S-protein antigenic 
epitope of SARS-CoV-2 binds with the TLR4/ MD-2 complex by 
strong molecular bonding interactions [12]. The human Trans-
Membrane Protease Serine 2 (TMPRSS2) processes the viral spike 
protein and exposes fusion peptide present in the S2 subunit to the 
host receptor ACE-2 [13]. This S protein processing and priming 
by the TMPRSS2 is an essential step in the SARS-CoV-2 infection 
[14]. Then, the SARS-CoV-2 uses cysteine proteases like Cathepsin 
B and L (CatB/L) and promotes virus-plasma membrane fusion 
[15, 16]. 

Moreover, SARS-CoV-2 down-regulates the expression of ACE-2 
resulted in the up-regulated expression pattern of Ang II. Ang II 
is formed by the degradation of Ang I by the enzyme ACE-2 [17]. 
The overexpressed Ang II binds with its plasma membrane receptor 
AT1R. This membrane-bound ATIR transduces the signals to the 
inflammatory transcription factors like NF-ƙB which mediates 
several inflammatory cytokines’ activation and overexpression [18, 
19]. Further, recent report stated that the AT1R phosphorylates 
JAK2 in the lung cells, which activates STAT-3 transduction to 
the nucleus [20]. The STAT-3 is a signal transducer and activator 
of transcription, which initiates the active transcription of 
inflammatory cytokines. Additionally, the Ang II/AT1R interaction 
activates macrophages to produce excessive inflammatory cytokines 
and further contribute to “cytokine storm” and the development of 
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) [21-23].

IMMUNOLOGIC CLEARANCE AND IMMUNE 
MECHANISMS

T cell independent B cell activation

The antigen which triggers B cell activation without T cell help; 
clustering of BCR activates multiple Igα/Igβ molecules and initiates 
the signaling process clustering B cell requires activating accessories 

type of antigen encountered (Polysaccharides, Glycolipids, Nucleic 
acids) activate B cells without the help of T cell.

molecules and then generate these second signals, after activation 
this B cells proliferate and differentiations in to plasma cells that 
only secretes IgM antibody but not memory cells production. No 
interaction occurs between Th and B cells (Figure 1).

T cell dependent B cell activation Th2

Antigen that triggers B cell activation with the help of T helper cells, 
protein antigens cannot cross link with multiple BCRs. Due to lack 
of repetitive and identical epitopes they require T cell activated it’s 
the four signal process. 

Signal 1: Antigen peptide recognition and binding by B cells, and 
expressed stimulatory molecules CD40 and also activates T helper 

cell. B cells beside recognition also process and present them like 
APC. 

Signal 2: Derived from B cell and T cell interactions, activates T 
helper cell binds to MHCII antigen peptide complex in the cell 
surface (depends of the antigen), and then CD40L expressed and 
bind CD40 molecule. 

Signal 3: Provided by cytokines released by T helper cell stimulate 
B cell, The interactions between B cell and T helper cell induces 
the expression of new cytokines receptor under surface of B cell, 
T helper cell produces cytokine, these cytokine bind to the new 
cytokines receptor under surface of B cell as the result B cells start 
proliferate and differentiate, antibody secreting plasma cells and 
memory B cells (Figure 2).

T cell dependent B cell activation Tc1

Antigen that triggers B cell activation with the help of T helper 
cells, protein antigens cannot cross link with multiple BCRs. Due 
to lack of repetitive and identical epitopes, they require T cell 
activated, it’s the four signal process. 

Signal 1: Antigen peptide recognition and binding by B cells, and 
expressed stimulatory molecules CD40 and also activates cytotoxic 
T cells 1. B cells beside recognition also process and present them 
like APC.

Signal 2: Derived from B cell and T cell interactions, activates 
cytotoxic T cells 1 binds to MHCI antigen peptide complex in the 
cell surface(depends of the antigen), and then CD40L expressed 
and bind CD40 molecule. 

Signal 3: Provided by cytokines released by cytotoxic T cells 1 
stimulate B cell, The interactions between B cell and cytotoxic T 
cells 1 induces the expression of new cytokines receptor under 
surface of B cell, cytotoxic T cells 1 produces cytokine, these 
cytokine bind to the new cytokines receptor under surface of B 
cell as the result B cells start proliferate and differentiate, antibody 
secreting plasma cells and memory B cells (Figure 3).

T cell dependent macrophage activation

Antigen that triggers macrophage activation with the help of CD4 
T cell, protein antigens cannot cross link with multiple receptors. 
Due to lack of repetitive and identical epitopes they require CD4 
activated it’s the four signal process. 

Signal 1: Antigen peptide recognition and binding by macrophage, 
and expressed stimulatory molecules CD80 and also activates CD4 
T cell. Macrophage beside recognition also process and present 
them like APC. 

Signal 2: Derived from macrophage and CD4 T cell interactions, 
activates CD4 T cell binds to MHCII antigen peptide complex 
in the cell surface and then CD80L expressed and bind CD28 
molecule. 

Signal 3: Provided by cytokines released by CD4 T cell and stimulate 
CD4 T cell. The interactions between macrophage and CD4 T cell 
induces the expression of new cytokines receptor under surface of 
CD4 T cell, CD4 T cell produces cytokine, these cytokine bind 
to the new cytokines receptor under surface of CD4 T cell as the 
result. Macrophage start proliferates and differentiate, antibody 
secreting effector CD4 T cell and memory CD4 T cells (Figure 4).

B cell also have TLR that recognized the various surface 

proteins Igα/Ig.

 Clustering    B   cell    receptor   depends   of   the  type  of Signal 1:

Signal 2:
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Figure 1: T cell independent B cell activation. Note: Complete binding and activation requires:
1. Clustering of BCRs
2. Recognition and binding with other molecules on the antigen

Figure 2: T cell dependent B cell activation Th2. Note: Complete binding and activation requires: 
1. Co-receptor binding
2. Antigen-MHC II complex binding
3. Co-stimulatory binding
4. Produces IL-4 and B cell self-activation by IL-4
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Figure 3: T cell dependent B cell activation Tc1. Note: Complete binding and activation requires:
1. Co-receptor binding
2. Antigen-MHC II complex binding
3. Co-stimulatory binding
4. Produces IL-2/IFNY and self-activation by IL-2/INFY

Figure 4: T cell dependent macrophage activation. Note: Complete binding and activation requires:
1. Co-receptor binding
2. Antigen-MHC II complex binding
3. Co-stimulatory binding
4. Produces IL-2 and CD 4 self-activation by IL-2
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T cell dependent dendritic cell activation

Antigen that triggers dendritic cell activation with the help of CD8 
T cell, protein antigens cannot cross link with multiple receptors 
Due to lack of repetitive and identical epitopes they require CD8 
activated it’s the four signal process. 

Signal 1: Antigen peptide recognition and binding by dendritic 
cell, and expressed stimulatory molecules CD80L and also activates 
CD8 T cell. 

Signal 2: Derived from dendritic cell and CD8 T cell interactions, 
activates CD8 T cell binds to MHC I antigen peptide complex in the 
cell surface and then CD80L expressed and bind CD28 molecule. 

Signal 3: Provided by cytokines released by CD8 T cell and stimulate 
CD8 T cell. The interactions between dendritic cell and CD8 T cell 
induces the expression of new cytokines receptor under surface of 
CD8 T cell, CD8 T cell produces cytokine, these cytokine bind to 
the new cytokines receptor under surface of CD8 T cell as the result 
dendritic cell start proliferate and differentiate, antibody secreting 
effector CD8 T cell and memory CD8 T cells (Figure 5).

THE DISCOVERY PROCESS: INNOVATION AND 
IMMUNOLOGY

Efficacy refers how a vaccine performs under ideal lab conditions, 
such as those in a clinical trial. Effectiveness refers to how it 
performs in the real world. Vaccine AZEE CRA 01 from adjuvant, 
crucial for getting a stronger, longer-lasting, broader immune 
response especially among those with weakened immunity like 
pediatrics, children, pregnant women and elderly. Crucial for 
restore functions causes immune cells dysfunction and improve the 
normal immune function and balance modifications. Preventive 
and therapeutic and working with immunity to build protection.

When you get a vaccine AZEE CRA 01 it inhibits viral replication 
and spread humeral and cellular immune response, recognizes 
the invading virus the respiratory system, produces antibodies 
(IgM,IgG,IgA) and remembers the disease and how to fight it 
(entire normal signaling, effector and memory cell created).

Vaccine AZEE a safe and produce an immune response in the body, 
without causing illness, affecting immune cells function and with 
respect of biochemical properties of immune cells. Our immune 
systems are designed to remember, when we create suitable 
environment for natural immune cell signaling, mechanism and 
function. Once the immune cell kills foreign antigen, degraded, 
processed, present, produce the entire activation and naturally 
functioning to produce the specific antibodies for that specific 
antigen. We typically remain protected against a disease for years, 
decades or even a lifetime.

ZELALEM KIROS BITSUE AND HIS VACCINE 
DISCOVERIES

1. SARS-COV-2 with all type of variants preventions and 
therapeutic. 

2. Future respiratory infectious pandemic preventions. 

3. Produce an immune response in the body, without causing 
illness, affecting immune cells function, and with respect of 
biochemical properties of Immune cells. 

4. Without affecting genes transcriptions and expression.

5. Long lasting, very safe, well known components.

ZELALEM KIROS BITSUE AND HIS 
IMMUNOLOGIC DISCOVERIES

His B cell discoveries

1. I discovered that B cell synthesis both intracellular and 
extracellular pathogen.

2. Further, B cell has proteasome, ER, GA and TAP and lysosome, 
endosome, GA and CLIP components. 

3. In addition, B cell interacts both with cytotoxic T cell and T 
helper cells to make T dependent B cell activation.

His macrophages discoveries

4. I discovered that macrophages synthesis extracellular pathogen.

5. Further has lysosome, endosome, ER, GA and CLIP components. 

6. In addition, macrophages interact with T helper cells to make 
CD4 T cell activation.

His dendritic cells discoveries

7. I discovered that dendritic cells synthesis intracellular pathogen. 

8. Further has a proteasomes, ER, GA and TAP component. 

9. In addition, dendritic cells interact with antigen complex peptide 
to make CD8 T cell activation.

Antigen that triggers B cell activation with the help of T helper 
cells and cytotoxic T cells 1, protein antigens cannot cross link with 
multiple BCRs. Due to lack of repetitive and identical epitopes, 
they require T cell activated it’s the four signal process (Figure 6).

Figure 5: T cell dependent dendritic cell activation. Note: Complete 
binding and activation requires:
1. Co-receptor binding
2. Antigen-MHC I complex binding
3. Co-stimulatory binding 
4. Produces IL-2/IFNY and CD 8 self-activation by IL-2/INFY
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Signal 1: Antigen peptide recognition and binding by B cells, and 
expressed stimulatory molecules CD40L and also activates T helper 
cells and cytotoxic T cells 1. B cells beside recognition also process 
and present them like APC. 

Signal 2: Derived from B cell and T cell interactions, activates T 
helper cells and cytotoxic T cells 1 binds to MHC I or MHC II 
antigen peptide complex in the cell surface(depends of the antigen 
intracellular or extracellular), and then CD40L expressed and bind 
CD40 molecule. 

Signal 3: Provided by cytokines released by T helper cells or 
cytotoxic T cells 1 stimulate B cell. The interactions between B cell 
and T helper cells or cytotoxic T cells 1 induces the expression of 
new cytokines receptor under surface of B cell, T helper cells or 
cytotoxic T cells 1 produces cytokine, these cytokine bind to the 
new cytokines receptor under surface of B cell as the result B cells 
start proliferate and Differentiate, antibody secreting Plasma cells 
and memory B cells. 

In this case B cell synthesis both intracellular and extracellular 
pathogen. Further, B cell has proteomes, TAP, RER and Golgi 
Apparatus (GA). More so, B cell has Lysosome, Endosome. RER, 
Golgi Apparatus (GA) and CLIP components and also syntheses 
both MHC I and MHC II. In addition, B cell interacts both with 
cytotoxic T cell and T helper cells to make T dependent B cell 
activation.

VACCINE AZEE DISCOVERED AND 
MECHANISMS OF ACTION 1OF 2

This is very important activations of B cells without the help 
of T cell. B cell also have TLR that recognized the inhalation 
molecules and then generate these second signals, after activation 
this B cells proliferate and differentiations in to plasma cells that 
only secretes IgM antibody but not memory cells production. In 
addition activated alveolar-macrophage, and the activated alveolar-
macrophage start releasing IL-12 induces the innate immune 
defense to the respiratory pathogens (Figure 7).

Figure 6: B cell activation by both Th2 and Tc1. Note: Complete 
binding and activation requires:
1. Co-receptor binding
2. Antigen-MHC complex binding
3. Co-stimulatory binding
4. Produces INFY/IL-4 and B cell self-activation by INFY/IL-4

In addition, given IV-injection or oral tab depends on the patient 
conditions these crucial for restore functions causes immune 
cells dysfunction and improve the normal immune function and 
balance modifications, both in innate and adaptive immune cells 
(intracellular and extracellular). Further, given vaccine AZEE for 
activation of NK cell, macrophages, dendritic cells and B cells 
it induces both the innate and adaptive immune activation, the 

Figure 7: Using inhalation T cell independent B cell and alveolar-
macrophage activation.

T Independent B cell Activation
Alveolar Macrophage Inhalation
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entire signaling and mechanisms restores. The inhalation and IV-
injection given enough time to the immune cells, and the virus not 
to escape from the immune cells, more so, the virus even escapes 
the number of the replicated virus to become lower in number and 
incapables of creating cytokine storms. Vaccine AZEE then induces 
immune cells to do the normal immune signaling and mechanisms 
such us digesting, processing, presenting, synthesizing, and then 
secreting/producing specific antibodies for that specific antigen 
without causing illness, affecting immune cells function and with 
respect of biochemical properties of immune cells.

CONCLUSION

Inflammatory transcription factors such as NF-B mediate the 
activation and overexpression of several inflammatory cytokines. 
Furthermore, a recent study found that the AT1R phosphorylates 
JAK2 in lung cells, activating STAT-3 transduction to the nucleus. 
STAT-3 is a signal transducer and transcription activator that 
initiates the active transcription of inflammatory cytokines. AZEE 
CRA 01 vaccine with adjuvant is critical for eliciting a stronger, 
longer-lasting, broader immune response, particularly in those with 
weakened immunity important for restoring immune cell function 
and improving normal immune function, balance modifications 
and the status of vaccine AZEE CRA 01 is under development 
(Safety and Efficacy test-USA).
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